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ABSTRACT In humans declarative or explicit memory is
supported by the hippocampus and related structures of the
medial temporal lobe working in concert with the cerebral
cortex. This paper reviews our progress in developing an
animal model for studies of cortical–hippocampal interac-
tions in memory processing. Our findings support the view
that the cortex maintains various forms of memory represen-
tation and that hippocampal structures extend the persistence
and mediate the organization of these codings. Specifically,
the parahippocampal region, through direct and reciprocal
interconnections with the cortex, is sufficient to support the
convergence and extended persistence of cortical codings. The
hippocampus itself is critical to the organization cortical
representations in terms of relationships among items in
memory and in the f lexible memory expression that is the
hallmark of declarative memory.
It is widely accepted that the hippocampus and closely related
structures of the medial temporal lobe interact with the
cerebral cortex in support of the persistence and organization
of memories (1–6). Here we review our own recent develop-
ments of a model system for exploring the nature of cortical
and hippocampal memory representation and the specific roles
played by hippocampal structures in memory formation.
This research is guided by a simple conception of cortical–
hippocampal pathways in which there are three main serially
and bidirectionally connected components: the cortex, the
parahippocampal region, and the hippocampus itself (Fig. 1A).
The beginning and end point of this system involves several
tertiary or ‘‘association’’ cortical areas whose outputs converge
on the parahippocampal region. This region, composed of the
interconnected perirhinal, parahippocampal (or postrhinal),
and entorhinal cortices, surround the hippocampus in both rats
(7, 8) and monkeys (9, 10) and merge different sources of
cortical input bound for the hippocampus. Within the hip-
pocampus itself there are several stages of serial and parallel
processing, and the outcome of this integration is sent back to
the parahippocampal region, which in turn sends its main
outputs to the same tertiary cortical areas that provided the
source of input.
Our working hypothesis about this system is that memory
representations are established and maintained in the cortex,
and that the parahippocampal region and the hippocampus
contribute to memory processing by modifying the persistence
and organization of those cortical representations. Not all
modifications of cortical representations depend on the hip-
pocampal system. In particular hippocampal processing is not
viewed as required for the ‘‘tuning’’ or ‘‘biasing’’ of cortical
encodings, that is, an enhanced or diminished responsiveness
to particular stimuli resulting from repeated exposure or
association with reward or punishment. However, hippocam-
pal structures receive all this information and are in position
to compare and combine distinct cortical representations, and
thus are viewed to play a critical role in extending the
persistence of cortical memory representations and in creating
and updating their organization. More specifically, we will
argue that the two main components of the hippocampal
region have distinct functions. First, the parahippocampal
region, through its direct and reciprocal cortical connections,
may be sufficient to extend the persistence of cortical memory
representations. Second, the hippocampus itself plays a special
role in mediating the systematic organization of cortical cod-
ings.
Olfactory Memory in Rodents as a Model System for
Studies of Cortical–Hippocampal Processing
Our explorations focus on the set of interconnected olfactory–
cortical and hippocampal structures that are fully evolved in
rodents (Fig. 1B). Odor information initially processed by the
olfactory bulb is sent directly to the piriform cortex and closely
interconnected orbital prefrontal cortex (11, 12). Both of these
cortical areas, as well as the olfactory bulb, project heavily to
the perirhinal and entorhinal components of the parahip-The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge
payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked ‘‘advertisement’’ in
accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. Abbreviation: DNMS, delayed nonmatch to sample.
FIG. 1. (A) Simple schematic diagram of cortical–hippocampal
connections. (B) Outline of a horizontal rat brain section illustrating
the locations and flow of information between components of the
hippocampus, parahippocampal region, and adjacent cortical areas.
DG, dentate gyrus; EC, entorhinal cortex; FF, fimbria–fornix; Hipp,
hippocampus proper; OF, orbitofrontal cortex; Pir, perirhinal cortex;
PR, perirhinal cortex; Sub, subiculum.
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pocampal region, which then provides the primary source of
olfactory sensory information to the hippocampus itself. In the
return pathway, the outputs of hippocampal processing involve
direct projections from the parahippocampal region to both
the piriform and orbital prefrontal cortices.
Physiological findings complement the anatomical data in-
dicating that information processing in the olfactory and limbic
systems are closely integrated during odor-guided learning and
memory. During olfactory learning rats typically investigate an
odor cue with about of 3–6 sniffs synchronized to the ongoing
prominent theta rhythm recorded in the hippocampus (13).
The reliability of this relationship is maximal just before the
animal reaches accurate performance in the discrimination
and just after a reversal of odor valences, two training stages
when the rat is maximally attentive. In addition, hippocampal
cellular activity includes firing bursts synchronized with the
sniff and theta cycles, a pattern of neural activation that is
consistent with optimal conditions for the induction of long-
term potentiation during odor sampling (14).
In sum, olfactory–hippocampal pathways provide a straight-
forward and relatively simple instantiation of the general
model of cortical–hippocampal interconnections. The olfac-
tory and hippocampal systems are closely and reciprocally
interconnected, and the neural activity patterns in the hip-
pocampus reflect strong temporal integration with olfactory
processing. Given these close connections, it is not surprising
that rats have superb olfactory learning and memory capaci-
ties, as will be described below. Our efforts in exploring
cortical–hippocampal interactions involve the development of
behavioral tasks that assess different aspects of olfactory
learning and memory ability, and identify specific functional
contributions at each level of this system. This work involves a
combination of neuropsychological studies on the effects of
selective ablation of these areas, and electrophysiological
studies that characterize the coding properties of single neu-
rons in each area during memory performance.
Multiple Forms of Odor Memory Representation
Within the Olfactory Cortex
Our starting point in describing the operations of this system
involves a characterization of neural coding in the olfactory
cortical areas that constitute the relevant perceptual repre-
sentations for odor-guided learning. Based on our findings that
rats with damage to the orbitofrontal cortex are severely
impaired in olfactory learning (15, 16) and on the model
described above, we expected that encodings of odor identity
and the distinct significance of individual odors would be
observed in olfactory cortical areas. In addition, we expected
to observe firing patterns in olfactory cortical neurons that
reflect both the extended persistence of odor representations
and the organization of odor memories, properties that might
depend on hippocampal processing. We sought neurophysio-
logical correlates of all these aspects of memory processing in
rats performing a specially designed odor discrimination task
(17, 18).
Odor Coding and the Tuning and Biasing of Odor Repre-
sentations. The basic discrimination task involved a sequence
of trials in which the rat was signaled by a light that it could
initiate an odor presentation by poking its nose into a stimulus
sampling port. When the odor was an assigned as a rewarded
(S1) stimulus an additional nose poke into a separate water
port resulted in water delivery, and no reward was given
regardless of the response for other (S2) odors. On each trial
one of eight different odor stimuli (identified here by number
and assigned reward values) was presented, half of which were
associated with a sweetened water reward and the other half
not rewarded. We examined the coding of odor identity by
comparing neural activity during odor sampling across the
eight odors. In addition we assessed whether cortical odor
codings could be ‘‘biased’’ or ‘‘tuned’’ in accordance with the
significance of items by comparing responses across the groups
of S1 and S2 stimuli.
We found that many neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex and
piriform cortex encode both odor identity and odor valence
(Fig. 2). Although a few cells fired only to one odor, most were
coarsely tuned as reflected by different levels of activation
across the eight stimuli (Fig. 2A). In addition, most cells fired
more strongly either to all the S1 odors or to all the S2 odors.
For example, in Fig. 2B the response was stronger to all S1
odors, and strongest of all to odors 11 and 51. An equivalent
proportion of cells showed the opposite pattern, firing more
strongly to all S2 odors. The example shown in Fig. 2C shows
larger responses to all S2 odors, with the greatest response to
odor 42. This pattern of findings indicates, not surprisingly,
that olfactory cortical areas encode odor identity. In addition,
assigned stimulus valences are also very prominently repre-
sented in the cortex, indicating that cortical odor representa-
tions are indeed tuned or biased in association with reward
contingencies.
Persistent Odor Representations in the Olfactory Cortex.
The odors were presented in a pseudorandom order (with
specific exceptions described below) so that we could evaluate
the extent to which particular odor responses were influenced
by neural representations established on the preceding trial. In
these analyses we controlled for the valence of the stimulus by
separately analyzing data for preceding S1 and S2 cues, and
measured responses during odor sampling on subsequent
trials. We found numerous cases of particular stimuli control-
ling subsequent odor responses. For example, in Fig. 3 the
neural response during odor sampling was weak when the
preceding trial involved odor 11 and strong for other preced-
FIG. 2. Odor responses of olfactory cortex neurons. The dark bars
represent neural responses to S1 odors and striped bars represent
responses to S2 odors. OF, orbitofrontal.
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ing S1 odors. This pattern of results indicates that a persistent
representation of specific odors is carried over into later
sensory processing. This capacity might subserve short-term
memory required for comparisons between sequentially pre-
sented stimuli.
Organized Odor Representations in Olfactory Cortex.How
might one detect an organization of odor representations in
the cerebral cortex? Our efforts were directed at a simple kind
of learned stimulus organization that might be found in
sensory cortex, an acquired association between two odors
such that presentation of one of them predicts the subsequent
occurrence of the other (19). Assuming rats can learn a
predictable relationship between odor stimuli, a neural reflec-
tion of the acquired associationmight be observed in the ability
of presentation of the first odor to evoke or modify the neural
representation of the second. We trained rats to associate
sequentially presented odors by including specific exceptions
to the otherwise random stimulus presentation order. For
example, odors 51 and 62 always were followed by odor 71;
as a control, odor 71 also sometimes followed other odors
unpredicted. Rats learned these incidental predictabilities in
the odor sequence, as reflected in more rapid trial initiation
when an S1 was predicted and slowed initiation of trials where
S2 odors were predicted.
We found two kinds of neural correlates of the learned odor
associations. First we observed cells that fired differently in
response to an odor depending on whether the preceding odor
predicted its occurrence. For example, in Fig. 4A the response
to odor 11 was much reduced when it was predicted than when
it was unexpected. Second, we identified olfactory cortex cells
that fired in anticipation of a predicted odor. In the example
shown in Fig. 4B the cell fired maximally prior to as well as
during the presentation of odor 11 when it was predicted. By
contrast there was almost no response when the odor was not
predicted by its associate. This pattern of results indicates that
learned stimulus associations are indeed established within the
olfactory cortex.
In sum, our characterization of olfactory cortical neurons
indicated that the piriform and orbitofrontal cortical areas
encode aspects of stimulus memories that should occur inde-
pendent of hippocampal function, specifically the tuning and
biasing of odor representations, as well as aspects of memory
that may depend on hippocampal function, such as the per-
sistence of odor memories and odor–odor associations.
Memory Processing Within the Hippocampal System:
Which Structures Extend the Persistence
of Odor Memories?
The earliest reports of amnesia in humans following damage to
the hippocampal region emphasized the critical role of the
hippocampus in bridging between immediate memory and
permanent memory formation (20). In amnesic patients and
animals with hippocampal region damage, deficits in memory
persistence are characteristically observed as a dissociation
between intact immediate memory versus subsequent abnor-
mally rapid forgetting. Initially it was thought that the hip-
pocampus itself played the primary role in extending retention
beyond immediate memory, but recent data have brought this
view into question (21, 22). Our studies have focused on the
issue of which components of the hippocampal system are
critical to the persistence of odor memory representations.
Efforts to delineate the anatomical structures involved in
maintaining a memory trace have focused on the delayed
nonmatch to sample task (DNMS). In most versions of this
task the subject is initially presented with a sample memory
cue. This is followed by a delay phase during which thememory
for that cue must be maintained. Finally, in the choice phase,
the subject is presented with the sample and a novel stimulus
and the unfamiliar ‘‘nonmatch’’ cue must be selected. The load
on memory can be increased by lengthening the delay phase or
by presenting a ‘‘list’’ of sample cues prior to a series of choice
recognition tests. This paradigm was first developed for mon-
keys by using three-dimensional junk objects that provide rich
and salient cues for this species (23, 24). Damage to the
hippocampal system results in a performance deficit that is
dependent on the duration of the delay or the length of the
sample ‘‘list,’’ revealing a delay-dependent deficit in new
learning similar to that observed in human amnesics (25, 26).
To assess which components of the hippocampal system are
critical to the maintenance of odor memory representations we
FIG. 3. Short-term memory correlates of the activity of olfactory
cortical neurons. Each panel illustrates the neural response of a cell to
various current odors depending upon the stimulus on the preceding
trial. OF, orbitofrontal.
FIG. 4. Neural correlates of odor–odor associations in the olfac-
tory cortex. See text for description.
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developed a variant of the DNMS task that used odor cues and
involved a stimulus presentation protocol that could be used to
assess neural responses to single stimuli as well as behavioral
responses in accordance with the nonmatch memory contin-
gency. In this version of the task, a continuous series of single
odor cues is presented with the contingency that an appropri-
ate response to each odor is rewarded only if that odor was
different from (that is, a nonmatch with) the preceding odor.
Rats were trained initially with a short (3-sec) interval between
odor presentations. Subsequently the interval between odor
presentations was manipulated to vary the retention delay,
allowing an assessment of forgetting rate as in the studies on
monkeys.
In an initial experiment we compared the effects of selective
ablation of the parahippocampal region versus that of damage
to the fornix, a major fiber bundle that connects the hippocam-
pus itself with subcortical structures (ref. 27; see Fig. 1B).
Normal rats acquire this task within '150 trials and neither
lesion affected the acquisition rate. In subsequent tests across
memory delays, intact rats showed 90% or better retention at
the shortest (3-sec) delay and their memory performance
gradually declined as the delay was increased. Rats with
damage to the parahippocampal region also showed good
retention at the shortest delay, but their performance declined
abnormally rapidly, showing a severe deficit within 1 min. By
contrast rats with fornix lesions were unimpaired across delays,
showing the same gradual memory decay as intact rats. These
results indicate that neither hippocampal component is critical
to odor perception, acquisition of the nonmatch rule, or
immediate memory. However, the parahippocampal region is
critical to extending the persistence of cortical representations
beyond immediate memory in rats, as it is in monkeys (28–30).
Furthermore, through its direct and reciprocal connections
with the cortex, the parahippocampal region is sufficient to
mediate this memory function independent of hippocampal
processing. The results of this processing may be reflected in
the persistent effects of odor representations we observed in
olfactory cortex, as described above.
In complementary electrophysiological studies we have also
examined the response properties of neurons in the parahip-
pocampal region and the hippocampus in rats performing the
odor-guided DNMS task (31). Cells in the perirhinal cortex, in
the lateral entorhinal cortex, and in the subiculum showed
selective or coarse tuning to odor stimuli, indicating that the
parahippocampal region encodes specific odor representa-
tions. In addition, odor representations in each of these areas
was observed to persist through the memory delay. Some cells
showed striking odor-specific activity during odor sampling
and throughout the delay period, such as the example shown
in Fig. 5. To detect persistent memory representations across
all cells, we focused on the trial period immediately preceding
the initiation of trials. At this time the overt behavior of the
animal is consistent (it is approaching the stimulus port),
allowing us to determine if neural activity at this time varies
with the identity of the odor that must be remembered during
that period. A substantial number of cells throughout the
parahippocampal region fired differentially associated with
the preceding sample odor at this time. Some cells maintained
differential activity for both short and long memory delays,
whereas others lost the representation at the longer delay.
To assess odor memory representations in the hippocampus
itself we recorded from putative pyramidal neurons in CA1 of
rats performing the same task. A large proportion of hip-
pocampal cells fired associated with one or more of each
identifiable behavioral event in the task. A subset of these cells
was selectively active during stimulus sampling, and the activity
of some of these hippocampal cells reflected the ‘‘match’’ or
‘‘nonmatch’’ relationship critical to performance in this task
(ref. 32; Fig. 6). However, unlike cells in the parahippocampal
region, none of these cells firing associated with particular
odors that composed specific comparisons. Rather cellular
activity reflected all comparisons with the same outcome. We
interpreted this finding as entirely consistent with the results
of our lesion studies—it appears that the hippocampus itself is
not involved in the encoding and storage of representations for
specific items in the this task. Instead it appears the hippocam-
pus encodes abstract relations among cues in DNMS, as in
many other situations (33). In this task the hippocampus may
mediate memory for match and nonmatch trial outcomes, even
though this information contributes little directly to perfor-
mance on this simple recognition task. Consistent with our
data from the lesion study, the parahippocampal region, but
not the hippocampus, maintains specific and persistent repre-
sentations sufficient to support recognition performance.
The Role of Hippocampal Structures in the Organization
of Memory Representations
In addition to its role in extending the persistence of memory
representations many investigators have also suggested that
the hippocampus is critical for only one ‘‘kind of memory’’ or
one form of memory representation. In humans, there is
considerable agreement that the hippocampal region is critical
specifically for declarative memory, the capacity for conscious
and explicit recollection (34–37). By contrast, the acquisition
FIG. 6. Neural activity in the hippocampus associated with DNMS
performance. See text for description.
FIG. 5. Neural activity in the parahippocampal region associated
with DNMS performance. (Left) Responses of the cell during the 2 sec
following the onset of different odors. (Right) Activity during the last
2 sec of the that delay period—i.e., prior to the onset of the subsequent
odor cue. Note greater activity for odor 5 in both periods.
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of biases or adaptations to individual items, engaged through
repetition of the learning event and revealed typically by
implicit measures of memory, is intact following hippocampal
damage. To study the representational features of hippocam-
pal-dependent memory in animals we have focused on two
characteristic performance capacities associated with declar-
ative memory: the ability to store and remember relationships
among perceptually distinct items and the ability to express
these memories flexibly in novel situations. Furthermore, as in
our studies on the olfactory cortex, this work involves perfor-
mance in learning and remembering relationships between
odor stimuli as a prototypical example of declarative memory
processing.
In attempting to understand the neural mechanisms that
underlie learning-stimulus relations it is important to consider
two general ways by which stimulus representations could
become bound to one another. In his classic considerations of
the ‘‘binding problem’’ in perception and memory, William
James (38) suggested that stimuli may either be conceived as
not distinct from one another and consequently might be
bound by a conceptual fusion or, alternatively, might be
discriminated as separate and then bound by association in
memory. Indeed these two forms of stimulus binding can be
distinguished in the performance of human amnesics. Amne-
sics are typically impaired in learning new associations, but
with extra effort they do sometimes succeed. In these cases the
associations appear to be too well bound such that amnesics
find it abnormally difficult to express memory for the original
elements of a successfully acquired association when the
elements are subsequently separated. Such associations are
characterized as ‘‘hyperspecific’’ in that they can be expressed
only in highly constrained conditions that imitate the condi-
tions of original learning. For example, in one experiment that
involved learning baseball facts in a question-and-answer
format, a densely amnesic subject could correctly recall an-
swers only if the test procedure included precise repetitions of
the original questions used during learning (35).
Hyperspecificity of associations has also been observed in
animals with damage to the hippocampal system. For example,
in our own previous work we found that rats with damage to
the hippocampal system were abnormally inclined to bind
together the representations of stimuli that were closely jux-
taposed in olfactory or spatial learning (39). These rats were
able to perform odor-discrimination problems when they had
to choose between two discriminative cues presented in fre-
quently experienced pairings but, unlike normal rats, they
could not recognize the same stimuli in probe trials that
involved novel pairings of familiar odor cues taken from
different discrimination problems. Similarly, we found that rats
with hippocampal system damage could learn to use distal
spatial cues to locate an escape platform in the Morris water
maze when they were allowed to begin trials from a consistent
starting point but, unlike normal rats, they could not use these
same cues to navigate to the escape locus in probe trials where
they had to view those familiar stimuli from novel starting
points in the maze. Our interpretation of this data is that
amnesia associated with damage to the hippocampal system
distinguishes between James’ two forms of binding; amnesics
are abnormally inclined to fuse rather than distinguish and
associate items.
These considerations led us to examine the role of the
hippocampal system in a classic form of stimulus–stimulus
association, paired-associate learning. The verbal paired-
associate task has been exceedingly useful in understanding
cognitive aspects of associative learning in humans and is often
applied in the assessment of amnesia. It seemed to us that a
paired-associate task adapted for animals was the simplest
paradigm that we could exploit for neurobiological studies on
the learning of new associations between distinct and neutral
stimulus events. The paired-associate task as typically used for
humans involves presentation of a list of arbitrarily paired
words followed by testing in which the subject is cued with the
first item of each pair andmust recall the second item. For rats,
we designed an analogous task using odor stimuli and a
recognition format that required subjects to distinguish ap-
propriate odor pairs from a large number of foils (40).
Rats were trained to perform a nose poke into a sniff port
when a signal light was illuminated. They sniffed two odors
presented in rapid succession, separated by a period when
airf low was reversed to prevent stimulus blending. Four re-
warded odor sequences (paired associates) were composed out
of eight different odors (A-B, C-D, E-F, G-H). When the rat
smelled a rewarded pair (in either order, e.g., A-B or B-A), it
could obtain a sweetened water reward from the water port.
There were two kinds of unrewarded ‘‘foil’’ odor sequences.
One kind (mispairings) was composed of the same odors used
FIG. 7. (A) Training and testing on a ‘‘naturalistic’’ odor–odor
association. In phase I a ‘‘demonstrator’’ rat is given a distinctively
scented food. Then, in phase II, the demonstrator is presented to an
experimental subject for a brief period of social interaction. During
this experience subjects associate two odors carried on the demon-
strator’s breath, the distinctive food odor and carbon disulfide (CS2),
a natural constituent of rats’ breath (ref. 46; phase II). In phase III, to
test memory for the food odor–CS2 association, subjects are presented
with the same food or another distinctively scented food, either
immediately or after a 24-hr delay. After this training normal rats show
a strong selection preference for the trained food odor. (B) The effects
of hippocampal lesions on performance in the retention test. Reten-
tion was intact immediately after learning but severely impaired during
a 24-hr retention test.
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to form the paired associates but presented in different
combinations—e.g., A-C. There were 48 of these mispair
sequences. To distinguish a mispairing from a paired associate,
the rat had to learn the arbitrarily assigned association between
the odors. The other type of foil (nonrelational sequences)
involved one of the odors A through H combined with one of
four other odors that was never associated with reward (W
through Z). There were 64 of these nonrelational sequences.
To distinguish a nonrelational sequence from a paired asso-
ciate the rat was required only to recognize the never-rewarded
odor in the sequence. The inclusion of both types of foils
allowed us to examine in the same subjects the effects of
hippocampal system damage on associative and nonassociative
learning.
We began our experiments on paired-associate learning by
examining the performance of rats in which the parahippocam-
pal region had been removed, effectively eliminating the
contributions of both that area and the hippocampus itself.
Intact rats and rats with parahippocampal area lesions learned
to distinguish nonrelational pairs from paired associates at the
same rate. In addition, normal rats gradually learned to
distinguish paired associates from odor mispairings. By con-
trast, rats with parahippocampal lesions could not learn to
distinguish paired associates from mispairings, even when
given nearly twice as many training trials as normal rats.
Similar findings of impaired stimulus–stimulus association
have been made in monkeys (41). In a subsequent study (42)
we evaluated the role of the hippocampus itself in paired-
associate learning using the identical task and testing proce-
dures. Selective neurotoxic lesions of the hippocampus also
affected paired-associate learning and had no effect on learn-
ing nonrelational sequences. However, by contrast to the
severe impairment observed after parahippocampal region
lesions, hippocampal lesions resulted in a striking facilitation in
distinguishing paired associates from mispairings. This com-
bination of findings indicates that both areas normally con-
tribute to paired-associate learning, and suggests their func-
tions are different and perhaps antagonistic. The results led us
to speculate that stimulus representations involved in a paired
associate could be encoded in two fundamentally different and
opposing ways, one subserved by the parahippocampal region
and another mediated by the hippocampus (43).
One form of encoding could involve the fusion of the two
odor representations just as James (38) described occurs when
the items are not conceptually distinct. More recently and to
differing ends, Schacter (36) characterized this type of repre-
sentation as a ‘‘unitized structure,’’ and others (44, 45) have
referred to such an encoding as a ‘‘configural’’ representation.
Extending our results showing that the parahippocampal re-
gion can maintain persistent stimulus representations, we have
suggested this area can combine items that occur sequentially
as well as simultaneously (22, 43). In this way the parahip-
pocampal region could mediate the encoding of the elements
FIG. 8. Inferential expression of odor–odor associations. (A) Sche-
matic diagram of paired associate training and probe testing. Letters
represent odor stimulus items; arrows without question marks indicate
trained pairings, whereas arrows with question marks indicate ex-
pected transitive and symmetrical choices. Rats are first trained on two
overlapping sets of paired associates (Left). Then (Right) they are
tested for inferential expression in two ways. In the test for transitivity,
they are presented with one of two sample cues from the first training
set and the required to select between the choice cues from the second
set, based on the shared associates of these items. In the test for
symmetry or ‘‘reversibility’’ of the associations, they are presented with
one of two choice cues from the second set and required to select the
appropriate sample cue from that set. (B) Errors to criterion on
acquisition of the two sets of paired associates for sham-operated and
hippocampal subjects. (C) Preference indices on the test for transitive
inference. For these probe trials a preference score was calculated as
(X2 Y)y(X1 Y), whereX and Ywere the digging times in the transitive
and alternate choices, respectively. (D) Preference indices on the test
for symmetrical expression.
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of paired associates as fused, unitized, or configural represen-
tations. Alternatively, stimulus elements in paired associates
could be separately encoded and then have their representa-
tions associated in memory. An ‘‘association’’ of this type
differs from a fused representation in that it maintains the
compositionality of the elemental representations and orga-
nizes them according to the relevant relationships among the
items. We have previously argued that such relational repre-
sentations aremediated by the hippocampal system (39); based
on the findings on paired-associate learning, our current view
is that relational memory processing is mediated specifically by
the hippocampus itself (43).
To distinguish these two types of stimulus–stimulus repre-
sentation we developed two other variants of the paired-
associate paradigm. To speed the rate of learning paired
associates, we also adopted new testing methods that involved
more ‘‘naturalistic’’ behaviors for memory testing. A central
feature of our new tasks was that rats were required to express
the memories of odor–odor associations in novel situations
where the learned odor elements were separated and one of
them had to be used to guide behavioral responses that
differed from those involved in the initial learning. Because
these demands of memory expression require a compositional
representation, our expectation was that the hippocampus
itself would be required for performance in such tests of
paired-associate learning.
One of these experiments involved a ‘‘natural’’ form of
paired associate learning by rats developed by Galef (46) to
study the social transmission of odor selection. He has shown
that rats learn from conspecifics which foods are preferable by
experiencing the pairing of a distinctive (not necessarily novel)
food odor with an odorous constituent of rat’s breath (carbon
disulfide). Retention of learning in Galef’s task required rats
to employ the learned association of the distinctive food odor
to guide subsequent food selection during an explicit choice
between multiple foods. We (ref. 47; also see ref. 48) have
recently found that long-term memory for this form of paired-
associate learning is blocked by selective neurotoxic lesions of
the entire hippocampus, indicating that the memory for paired
associates does depend on the hippocampus itself in a situation
where the relevant stimulus relationships are set in a ‘‘natural’’
context and memory expression differs from repetition of the
learning event (Fig. 7).
In addition, to more explicitly examine the flexibility of
memory dependent on the hippocampus itself, we developed
another paired-associate task that was used to assess an
animal’s ability to infer relations among associated elements
presented in novel configurations (49). As described above,
animals with selective hippocampal damage can acquire odor–
odor representations in learning responses to representations
of specific odor pairings. However, we believe this learning is
supported by fused stimulus representations that are ‘‘hyper-
specific,’’ rendering the animals unable to make flexible and
inferential judgments about the same items when presented in
unusual ways. Exploiting rodents’ natural foraging strategies
that employ olfactory cues, animals were trained with stimuli
that consisted of distinctive odors added to amixture of ground
rat chow and sand through which they dug to obtain buried
cereal rewards. On each paired-associate trial one of two
sample odors initially presented was followed by two choice
odors, each assigned as the ‘‘associate’’ of one of the samples
and baited only when preceded by that sample (Fig. 8A).
Following training on two sets of overlapping odor–odor
associations, subsequent probe tests were used to characterize
the extent to which learned representations supported two
forms of flexible memory expression, transitivity, the ability to
judge inferentially across stimulus pairs that share a common
element, and symmetry, the ability to associate paired elements
presented in the reverse of training order.
Intact rats learned paired associates rapidly and hippocam-
pal damage did not affect acquisition rate on either of the two
training sets, consistent with recent reports on stimulus–
stimulus association learning in rats and monkeys (refs. 41 and
42; Fig. 8B). Intact rats also showed strong transitivity across
the sets with a preference of '2:1 in favor of choice items
indirectly associated with the presented sample (Fig. 8C). By
contrast rats with selective hippocampal lesions were severely
impaired in that they showed no evidence of transitivity. In the
symmetry test, intact rats again showed the appropriate pref-
erence of '3:1 in the direction of the symmetrical association
(Fig. 8D). By contrast, rats with hippocampal lesions again
were severely impaired, showing no significant capacity for
symmetry.
These findings provide compelling evidence that some form
of stimulus–stimulus representations can be acquired indepen-
dent of the hippocampus itself (see refs. 50 and 51), although
this form of representation is hyperspecific. Only a hippocam-
pally mediated representation can support the flexible expres-
sion of associations among items within a larger organization.
Collectively, the findings from our studies on paired-associate
learning in animals provide an extension of classic views on
human memory, such as William James’ (38) description of
‘‘memory’’ as involving an elaborated network of associations
that can be applied across a broad range of situations, as
distinct from ‘‘habits’’ that depend on rigid associative se-
quences. These findings are also entirely consistent with
present day characterizations of human declarative memory,
such as Cohen’s (33) description of declarative memory as
‘‘promiscuous’’ in its accessibility by novel routes of expression.
Our experiments using a rodent model of declarative memory
show this capacity is dependent on the circuitry within the
hippocampus itself.
Conclusions
In everyday life surely the distinct aspects of cortical and
hippocampal memory processing are intertwined. The prom-
inence of bidirectional connections between cortical and hip-
pocampal structures would make it difficult to have parallel
coexisting short-lived and persistent, or fused and associated
representations at distinct levels of the system. Rather, as
indicated in our characterization of neuronal firing properties
in the olfactory cortex, interactions among these structures
likely results in a unified persistence and form of representa-
tion throughout the system in intact animals. How these
interactions unfold among components of the cortical–
hippocampal system should become a main target of interest
in studies on the operation of this system.
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